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AURA AWARE PRODUCT NOTICES

This manual contains detailed instructions and notes on the operation and use
of Aura Aware products. For your safety and benefit, read this manual carefully
before using Aura Aware products.

-  Product solely intended for businesses and indoor use (office environment.)
-  The product does not prevent spreading of a virus or disease.
-  When using the product, basic safety relating to the use of electronic
 equipment should always be followed.
- The product should never be left unattended when plugged in.
- Always unplug the product from the electric outlet immediately after using
 and before cleaning (do not use water or detergents.)
- Always unplug before assembling, moving and/or disassembling.
- Do not open or change the product composition in any way.
- Do not allow to be used as a toy. Close attention and supervision is necessary
 when the product is used near children.
- Never operate the product if it has a damaged cord or plug, if it has been
 dropped or damaged, dropped into water, or not working properly in any way.
- Do not block the product in any way and keep the product clear from
 accumulation of lint, dust, and loose cloth.
- Keep fingers away from the sensor and inner workings.
- Do not bend or pull the product in any way.
- Never drop or insert any object or material into openings.
- Do not unplug by pulling the cord.
- Turn off the product by unplugging if the product is not working properly.

Warranty Summary
The full terms of Aura Aware’s Limited Warranty and detailed information on
obtaining service are available at warranty.aura-aware.com

DO NOT TOUCH
THE SENSOR



Regulatory Compliance Information

EU Compliance Statement

Aura Aware B.V. hereby declares that this wireless device is in compliance with the
essential requirements and other relevant provisions of the R&TTE Directive.

A copy of the EU Declaration of Conformity is available at
compliance.aura-aware.com

Aura Aware and the Environment
At Aura Aware, we recognize our responsibility to minimize the environmental impacts
of our operations and products.
For more information go to environment.aura-aware.com

Regional Disposal and Recycling Information
The symbol above indicates that this product and/or battery should not be
disposed of with household waste. When you decide to dispose of this product
and/or its battery, do so in accordance with local environmental laws
and guidelines.

For more information about Aura Aware’s recycling program, recycling collection
points, restricted substances and other environmental initiatives,
go to environment.aura-aware.com

© 2020 Aura Aware B.V. All rights reserved. Aura Aware and the Aura Aware
logo are trademarks of Aura Aware Holding B.V. registered in the E.U.
and other countries.

The Bluetooth® word mark and logos are registered trademarks owned by
Bluetooth SIG, Inc. and any use of such marks by Aura Aware is under license.

Class 1 Laser Safety



1. Peel off the protective film
from both the sign and the baseplate.

2. Place the sign in the
baseplate. Ensure that
the hole in the sign is
on the right side when
facing the front of the
baseplate.

3. Lock the sign with
the locking key.

Setup guide



4. Connect the device with the
micro USB adapter.
Please note that the USB
connector fits only in one way.
(USB adapter requirements:
5VDC - 1A)

5. Connect the USB adapter to
a standard power outlet.

6. The Aura Aware sign
is ready for use.

Sound
Press the button to switch 
the sound on / off. 

Reset
Hold 10 seconds for reset.
(sign will flash blue multiple times when done.)



27o

The field of view of the device is
27 degrees. Place the device in 
such a way that the sensor is facing
towards the walking route to the
counter or reception. 

Position

support.aura-aware.com

How to clean?
Take the sign from the baseplate by unlocking the sign.
Clean the sign and make sure it is dry before placing
it back in the baseplate.
DO NOT clean with a wet towel when in use.

Switch on / off
The device should be switched off by unplugging the adapter 
from the wall. 
DO NOT unplug by pulling the cord in any way.  

For more information about Aura Aware and to 
see this manual in other languages go to:  


